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Abstract 
This paper presents a study on potential technology solutions for enhancing the communication process for deaf people on e-
learning platforms through translation of Sign Language (SL). Considering SL in its global scope as a spatial-visual language not 
limited to gestures or hand/forearm movement, but also to other non-dexterity markers such as facial expressions, it is necessary 
to ascertain whether the existing technology solutions can be effective options for the SL integration on e-learning platforms. 
Thus, we aim to present a list of potential technology options for the recognition, translation and presentation of SL (and 
potential problems) through the analysis of assistive technologies, methods and techniques, and ultimately to contribute for the 
development of the state of the art and ensure digital inclusion of the deaf people in e-learning platforms. The analysis show that 
some interesting technology solutions are under research and development to be available for digital platforms in general, but yet 
some critical challenges must solved and an effective integration of these technologies in e-learning platforms in particular is still 
missing. 
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1. Introduction 
E-learning enables apprenticeship while using the Web as a dissemination channel. While it lowers many access 
barriers, especially geographical and time-related, as well as greater basis on written materials over spoken ones, by 
itself it does not solve the issue of enhancing inclusion of students regardless of their sensory, cognitive or 
functional abilities [1]. 
Specifically, people with hearing impairments, with partial or complete loss of hearing [2], may be prevented 
from taking part in live (synchronous) cooperative e-learning activities, due to the common reliance on voice 
communication in such activities. While speech-to-text systems provide an eventual pathway for the deaf people to 
follow the communication, it does not enable them to participate in the same mode. There are also issues with the 
use of text content, as will be put forward further ahead. 
Not all deaf people have the same communication skills: some individuals communicate using oral language 
and/or writing and lip-reading, while others use SL. Some are bilingual deaf individuals that use both forms of 
communication [1] [3]. 
These communication skills are inevitably associated with hearing loss experience that involves factors such as 
family profile, which determines the way the deaf child is raised and the contact with SL since birth, the social 
context, the education inclusion policies that are specific to each country as well as the type of deafness and the 
psychological affectations that may result from that disability [4]. 
As suggested by several studies, deaf people that communicate through SL have more difficulties in the access to 
e-learning platforms because: SL is a visual-spatial language (the gesture recognition and hands/forearms movement 
are not enough for a correct translation, it is required the facial expressions interpretation); there is added the fact 
that it is not a "universal" language, but rather several independent ones, with distinct symbols, grammar, and syntax 
[1] [5] [6] from country to country (e.g., in USA is the American Sign Language - ASL, in Brazil it’s the Brazilian 
Sign Language - Libras, in Portugal it’s the Portuguese Sign Language - LGP); and also they present many 
difficulties in reading and writing texts. 
These factors add complexity in the development of a truly inclusive technology that enables the correct SL 
translation to facilitate bidirectional communication between deaf and hearing, or even in the access to educational 
contents by deaf students. 
This paper is based on a literature review of assistive technologies, methods, and techniques used as SL support, 
i.e., in the recognition of gestures and facial expressions, in order to allow an effective communication and 
interaction in e-learning platforms by the deaf people. 
Aiming to analyze existing technology on the market and under research, we present a brief description of the 
latest significant features that are the most referenced in the literature. 
It was our concern to divide the present work into six sections. First we introduce the paper in this Section 1. 
Then, in Section 2, we provide an overview about inclusion of the deaf students in e-learning platforms. In Section 
3, we present the most commonly used assistive technologies solutions for SL recognition as input to a digital 
platform, as well some of the most applied techniques. After, as output from a digital platform, avatars as assistive 
technologies for sign language presentation are introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe solutions for SL 
translation than can be applied from text/speech to SL or from SL to text/speech. Finally, in Section 6, we present 
some final reflections about this study. 
2. Inclusion of deaf students in accessible e-learning platforms 
When deaf people were first included in the educational process they were thought to have cognitive 
development difficulties and hence that their condition was associated with a cognitive problem. But the truth was 
that this happened due to the few stimuli received, the difficulty of communication between deaf and hearing 
people, and hence the difficulty in knowledge transmission [7]. 
It is known that cognition development is associated with language learning. This connection is so important that 
deaf disability is directly classified by the ability of speech and language, in four levels [8]: mild hearing loss (no 
significant effect on development, since generally the use of an hearing aid is not necessary); moderate hearing loss 
(may affect speech and language development, but not enough to prevent a person from talking); severe hearing loss 
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(interferes with speech and language development, but with the use of an hearing aid may receive information, using 
hearing for speech and language development); and, profound hearing loss (without intervention, speech and 
language are unlikely to occur). 
The deaf with severe or profound hearing loss use sign language as a means of expression and communication. 
Sign language is not a "universal" language but a concept. There are several sign languages, native languages of the 
deaf community of each country. However, in 1973, a global committee attempted to unify the various sign 
languages by proposing a standardized system called "Gestuno", meaning "the unity of sign languages". The 
proposed international sign language consisted of a selection of easy-to-learn gestures from various sign languages. 
The deaf community does not consider "Gestuno" a real sign language, since it was invented and customized and 
therefore it is rarely used. In fact, some linguists stressed that “Gestuno” cannot be considered a real language since 
it doesn't have a own grammar, i.e., introduces a set of vocabulary which is common to different sign languages and, 
as such, it is basically used in some international events [9]. 
Sign languages are visual-spatial languages that use gestures (hands) to produce linguistic information but also 
other non-dexterity markers, such as facial expressions (movement of eyes, mouth, head, eyebrows, etc.), which 
enrich language structure, adding grammatical elements [10]. This language configuration is very complex since it is 
formed by a huge amount of gestures, thousands per country, some of them very similar, being extremely difficult to 
distinguish each other. In addition, the same gesture may have a different meaning in each country or even within 
each country, since its meaning depends on the cultural context and the way in which it is taught (e.g., school vs. 
home/street). 
Also the translation process (which involves the interpretation of the meaning in a language and the production of 
a rendering in another, as accurately as possible) can be very complex, because for one deaf person, one phrase is a 
sequence of gestures, movements and facial expressions, and the technological interpretation process to detect the 
start or end of a gesture, movement or facial expression, and the beginning of the next one, can be very difficult. 
Furthermore, the majority of deaf people have reading and writing difficulties since they use spoken languages as 
a second language [11]. These aspects arise as a barrier to the digital content access that is presented mostly in text 
form, having also an interaction impact with the interface platform, with resources and with other users, since the 
vocabulary used in the Learning Management System (LMS) may not be understood by this kind of users. In this 
context - e-learning - digital inclusion and web accessibility issues gain significance.  
Whereas universality is the fundamental premise of the Internet, access must be guaranteed to all citizens, 
regardless of their disability or user profile. Based on this assumption we found several approaches to accessible e-
learning which may be dependent on the pedagogical model, technology, and the accessibility and inclusion policies 
followed by each institution [12]. One approach advocates a user-centred model where the platform's interface and 
the contents are presented according to the definitions applied in the user profile. Other approach is based on the 
pluralist paradigm: student-centered but focusing on diversity. That is, diversity of the content and of the educational 
resources, of pedagogical strategies, and technologies, creating a heterogeneous community [13]. Whatever the 
approach to achieve accessible e-learning, it is essential a strong reflection about technology and, as such, the 
adoption of accessibility standards to ensure the accessibility of the platforms’ interface as well as of the other web 
tools and web content used in virtual learning environments [14]. 
Currently, inclusive education is a reality in many countries, a fact highlighted in the Salamanca Statement [15]. 
There are some reference schools around the world, created for the bilingual teaching of deaf students, in order to 
concentrate human and material resources that provide an educational response with quality and equality for these 
students. However, these schools are concentrated in urban centers and deaf students are integrated in mainstream 
classes, coming upon barriers in the learning process, because not always the school and the teacher are prepared to 
attend these students [16]. Thus, it is essential to provide affordable solutions that combine the knowledge 
transmission and do not impose physical or technological barriers, where individuals with hearing loss can benefit 
from education likewise other students, emphasizing also the importance of the accessibility issue in web 
environments. 
In the web accessibility field a wide range of problems can be found associated with learning platforms 
accessibility in web environments. Some of them are also found in the hearing community, namely: there are many 
graphic and action elements in the platforms interface which cause confusion; some disorganized or unstructured 
menus should be simplified and follow a logical and consistent navigation, showing just the most important 
functions [14]. 
It is also noted that the problem of translation into sign language is not restricted to the spoken or written 
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language, which appears in the e-learning platform interfaces, in the educational resources or even in the 
communication between pairs that arises in the forums or in other technology mediated tools. Some content 
provided by teachers or students contains audible information such as music or beats that can be essential for the 
content message understanding. In the case of musicality, translation into sign language is even more complicated 
since it involves complex neurological processes that are triggered with the vibrations, the beats and rhythms. These 
are very hard to be transmitted in distance mode, a whole body interpreter is needed, or the use of colors or other 
strategies that can convey the purpose of sound used in the content [17]. 
All these facts highlight the importance and motivation for the study and development of solutions for deaf 
students in e-learning platforms. As noticed before, sign language translations can be a complex process, so we 
define a process with three steps that can be involved in the correct translation of sign language: first, recognition 
(we need a technology that can capture and interpret all gestures, movements and facial expressions); second, 
representation (normally made by an avatar); third, translation (from text/speech to sign language or from sign 
language to text/speech). These steps are detailed in the following sections. 
3. Assistive technologies solutions for sign language recognition 
For the sign language recognition, it must be taken into consideration the gesture recognition and the facial 
expressions. For gesture recognition there are two most prevalent approaches in the literature: one uses sensors 
(sensory gloves or miography armbands) and the other is based on the vision approach [18]. Both approaches have 
the same goal, to provide human-computer interaction through a communication channel. However, physical 
devices used in these approaches differs, in concrete, the gloves uses sensors and a sophisticated electromechanical 
integration with the user's body and the vision output devices uses video (moving image and audio, although in this 
particular case, audio does not apply, because our target audience is deaf people). 
The gloves approach emerge when several technology companies worked in order to achieve the demands of the 
entertainment professionals (in particular in the field of animation) to create technology capable of stimulating 
various types of physical sensations, thus providing a more efficient human-computer interaction [19]. 
The most relevant companies are Fifth Dimension Technologies (5DT) and the CyberGlove Systems that, 
through interactive gloves, created virtual reality systems that can recognize the hand movements of the user, i.e., 
devices that, through sensors, detect and measure the fingers reflections and spacing between them. 
Specifically, 5DT has several types of gloves that are differentiated by the number of sensors, the presence of a 
wireless kit and whether is or is not optimized for use in magnetic resonance environments. Plus, it includes a kit 
"plug-and-play", designed to transmit data with the two gloves simultaneously, meaning that a single bidirectional 
wireless transmitter and a battery can be used for a pair of gloves, saving space and energy and also can be used 
until four wireless kits (8 gloves) at the same time [20] [21]. 
CyberGlove Systems is also a global leader in interactive gloves technology and provides 3D motion capture 
solutions. These solutions allow capturing, in detail, finger, hand and arm movements which allows those who use 
and interact with digital objects virtually. 
On the other hand, the second approach, based on vision, appeared to improve human-computer interaction, with 
the use of cameras to gestures capture. Microsoft and Leap Motion are the two leading companies in this field with 
several technologies based in this approach. 
Microsoft Digits was created by Microsoft in Cambridge (UK) with the help of researchers from the University 
of Newcastle and the University of Crete [22]. Digits aims to replace the current use of gloves (this use can be 
uncomfortable) with technology with high precision and speed than the previous ones. Enables a new way to interact 
with the digital world, using intuitive hand gestures that incorporate an infrared camera, an infrared generator, 
diffuse lighting using infrared rays and inertial measurement unit, to know the accurate positions of each finger. 
Microsoft Kinect was created initially for games, to compete with Wii from Nintendo and PlayStation 3 from 
Sony [23]. Kinect is a breakthrough in recent 3D depth cameras, where people are able to interact with games and 
use their own body in a natural way, being the key to understanding the technology for a human body language (the 
computer will have to “understand” what the user is doing before giving an answer). There are two Kinect versions, 
v1 and v2. Kinect v2 in terms of facial recognition, motion control, and resolution is much more accurate than 
Kinect v1. Kinect v2 uses Time-of-Flight (ToF) technology to determine the features and movements of particular 
objects. With the use of this technology, Kinect v2 can capture images efficiently, both in a completely dark room as 
in a well-lit room. Although the first version uses similar technology, Kinect v2 has suffered considerable 
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improvements, since it offers a resolution of 1080p (HD). 
Another important existing technology is the Leap Motion sensor, a depth sensor made especially to track the 
hands’ features. David Holz, technical director of the Leap Motion company, and Michael Buckwald, co-founder, 
created a system that allows users to control a digital environment in the same way that objects are controlled in the 
real world [24]. The Leap Motion controller, associated with the current API, offers positions in Cartesian space of 
predefined objects, such as fingertips, pen tip, etc. 
Recognition and interpretation of facial expressions are also fundamental in the sign language recognition. 
Existing technologies for this purpose are based on digital image processing and artificial intelligence where are 
applied techniques and mathematical models able to interpret the captured information [25]. The Microsoft Kinect is 
currently one of the most used technologies in capturing moving images. 
However, several technological solutions have emerged, with or without the Kinect, but which are based on 
capturing images through one or more cameras. 
Currently, researchers are focusing on adapting the models to three-dimensional scans of the face [26]. For this 
reason, the use of scanners capable of obtaining high quality 3D images is required. Currently, some companies 
offer solutions with very positive results, combining some technologies. Emotion Analysis, developed by Kairos 
company, offers a facial recognition of emotions and expressions through a simple webcam [27]. The solution that 
provides Affectiva company is also to be taken into account, offering the Affdex application that analyzes the 
different facial movements that can be undertaken and produces the interpretation of emotions from them [28]. 
3.1. Techniques for sign language recognition 
There are several techniques that had been used for sign language recognition based on gesture recognition and 
facial expressions. The gesture recognition through computer processing, using the two approaches described above, 
based on sensory gloves or on vision approach, aims to obtain algorithms able to correctly interpret the information 
received. 
However, several technologies have been developed and currently the sensory gloves were losing position in 
relation to vision approach, because with sensory gloves only the hand gesture recognition is performed, ignoring 
other non-manual variations that are included in sign language, like facial expressions, which do not allow the 
correct translation of sign language. 
In literature, two techniques used in sensory gloves are referred. The first is based on the tracking of each glove 
(hand) movement [29]. It is a complex technique because it requires a very precisely motorization of each hand 
through image sequences taken within a determined period of time. The other technique is simpler and does not 
require such a precise tracking of movements because this technique is based on the appearance, i.e., the basis for 
recognition of sign language gestures is the hand location and its posture [29]. 
According to Viola & Johns [30], the most common techniques and processes, in most vision-based systems with 
the objective of gathering information, are: image acquisition - it is the first step of a vision-based system and is the 
process of acquiring images from video recording devices; image pre-processing - is made the objects identification 
(face and hands, for example) for extraction features; segmentation - regions of image points belonging to identified 
objects are isolated; feature extraction - drawing out mathematical characteristics (such as size, location, movement) 
of objects that compose an image sequence; and, rating - high-level processing that classifies objects by comparing 
segmented objects characteristics with classes of objects previously established. 
In gestures recognition is important to analyze all image features in order to correctly identify the hands or other 
important elements to make the objects identification. Among used techniques for the body parts detection used in 
the representation of gestures, it is emphasized techniques based on skin color, in which the human skin is easily 
segmented when represented by colored images [11] [31]. These techniques based on skin color have advantages 
and disadvantages, if on the one hand are easier to process, on the other, are subject to erroneous analysis due to 
lighting variations that the image may be subject. 
There are some comparisons between different techniques of Human skin detection in digital images. The values 
that correspond to the skin tone are explicitly defined in areas of known representation colors: RGB, YCbCr and 
HSV [32]. 
Among the techniques and methods used for objects detection the following are highlighted: AdaBoost algorithm 
based [33] [34] [35] uses the Viola & Jones method [30] [36]; the method Normalized Look-Up Table (LUT), 
according Vezhnevets [37]; and, the Bayes classifier, also indicated by Vezhnevets. 
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Another important feature to consider is the motion detection. A gesture is not necessarily something static, quite 
the contrary. It is necessary to detect hand movements to recognize a gesture. Cooper et al. [29] consider two 
essential techniques to detect movements: the tracking of the movement of the hand, where is needed an efficient 
movements processing through the sequence of images capture; and, the appearance of movement, where it is 
necessary to trace the movements based in the localization of salient poses, i.e., identifying the gestures of the sign 
language. 
The last feature analyzed is the gestures spatial and temporal variations. The same gesture may differ from 
person to person and even the same person does it differently each time. This is an indicator that the same gesture 
may have differences in space and time and there is necessary to determine how to process a gesture, i.e., its 
sequence. This sequence can be determined by analyzing the sequences of images (frames) that constitute a gesture 
[11]. 
The techniques and methods commonly used to solve the problem of gestures spatial and temporal variations are: 
First-order Markov chain model and Hidden Markov model (HMM) [29]; Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [11] 
[38]; Statistical Dynamic Time Warping (SDTW) [39]; Finite-state machine [40]; and, Neural networks [40]. 
The techniques used for facial expressions interpretation focus on two large groups. One uses automated learning 
techniques and the other algorithms based on mathematical models suitable to the problem. In the first group, among 
others techniques, stand out Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). 
Specifically, ANNs use a computer model to acquire and increase their knowledge through experience. On the other 
hand, SVMs analyze the data and recognize patterns used for classification and regression analysis†. In the second 
group, stands out the Hidden Markov models (HMMs), based on the probability of occur a given expression (the 
most likely to occur will be taken into account) [25] [41]. The Deformable Model Fitting (DMF) algorithm is also 
used and was created as an adjustment to the obtained images from the Microsoft Kinect, to combat an existing 
problem: the noise of the depth images [42]. 
4. Avatars as assistive technologies for sign language presentation 
Several studies have been conducted in order to provide an assistive technology for deaf people that could 
provide accessibility and usability in digital platforms for this group of people. In this context, there are different 
technologies in the area of information acquisition and information output. The state of the art reveals some 
uniformity in the acquisition of information, whether by capturing gestures or expressions or by the union between 
the two. In what regards the output information generated, it is found that, depending on the technology field, it is 
accomplished with customized avatars and/or embedded subtitles. 
Avatars are widely used to communicate messages, whether broadcast by voice or gestures. San-Segundo et al. 
[43] developed a virtual representation of a person (agent), with a considerable level of detail that represents the 
gestures used in sign language. Also, several research centers have addressed projects to the creation of an agent 
who correctly can answer using the sign language representation (gestures recognition, hand and forearm 
movements, and facial expressions). Despite this massive research process in the area, there is a huge problem 
reported by researchers/developers, the construction of an animation [43]. For these researchers, the effort made in a 
gesture animation must be drastically reduced. The solution combine the avatar positions created by the developer 
and by the system, being the final animation generated through an interpolation of the combination of avatar 
positions, where previously is considered each point of their paths and their intervals of time [43]. 
Regarding the translation of information to be presented as sign language, as mentioned in the work of Araújo et 
al. [44], there are various proposals referenced. Some approaches translate spoken words, in a native languages, into 
sign language (i.e., use voice recognition), other approaches translate written texts into sign language (i.e., use of 
non-voice recognition) [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50]. In short, some gaps and limitations were shown by San-
Segundo [43], where the proposals that use voice recognition have a specific domain and need a certain time to 
complete a translation (8 seconds per sentence), which makes impractical solution for domains in real time, such as 
television. On the other hand, proposals that do not use voice recognition have difficulty in developing their 
language constructs, which according to [44] is a non-trivial task and requires a lot of manual work. Adding to this 
difficulty arises other problem: sign languages are natural and evolve throughout the life, which implies an update 
on the grammatical construction. Sign language translation is not an easy task and, as pointed by Cooper et al. [51], 
 
† In statistics, regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among variables. 
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grammar and double meaning gestures make translation a extremely complicated process. 
5. Sign language translation 
There are technological contributions for sign language translation, such as academic projects or applications, 
which should be referred and identified their advantages and disadvantages. It is important to highlight digital 
platforms that perform recognition signals only by hands movement of those who uses not only hands but also facial 
expressions and body movements. 
VirtualSign is a project involving researchers from the Higher Institute of Engineering of Porto and Universidade 
Aberta, Portugal, which aims to develop a sign language bidirectional translator that allows Portuguese Sign 
Language translation to Portuguese Language, specifically using text, and the inverse. Despite being an innovative 
project, it only recognizes six facial expressions: happiness, fear, anger, surprise, grief and neutral; this fact could 
lead to an incorrect translation [52]. 
MocapLab is a company that presents a project of sign recognition using motion capture. In detail, Mocap is a 
movement recording process and implementation of that movement in a digital model. This process records all 
movements performed by the hands, face and body, then the data is analyzed in detail and translated into text and/or 
sound. The major advantage is that the data collected is extremely accurate, however, require quite an effort in pre-
processing, the hardware is expensive and motion capture has to be carried out on a controlled environment [53]. 
ProDeaf and HandTalk are two applications that have the ability to translate text and voice to LIBRAS, the 
Brazilian Sign Language, and also do the inverse process [54] [55]. These applications have the advantage that they 
may be used by people of all ages due to its easy usability. However, errors occurs when have to translate long texts. 
Added to this disadvantage both use the mobile phone's camera to capture the movements performed by the hands, 
neglecting facial expressions and body movements. 
Google Gesture is an application that makes sign language translation to voice, through the use of an electronic 
bracelet that analyzes user’s muscle activity, hand and forearm position by electromyography, recognizing gestures 
made, translating them to voice. These devices, as mentioned previously, has the disadvantage of not perform a 
complete gesture analysis because does not has information on facial expressions and body movement [56]. 
6. Final consideration 
Concerning accessibility of e-learning platforms, the deaf find various barriers, starting with interfaces excessive 
number of elements (links, images, titles, subtitles, etc.). Furthermore, words and expressions complexity and 
ambiguity presented to users, with or without hearing disabilities, in these platforms do not help to easy access and 
use. For the deaf, difficulties in access increase because of their reading and writing problems, as their first language 
is sign language and not a spoken language. Thus, it is imperative to remove all communication barriers that prevent 
deaf and hard of hearing users to interact properly through technology. The message to be transmitted has to reach 
the receiver with the same intent which it was sent. 
Sign language translations can be a complex process. So, in order to better understand the process, it can involve 
three steps: first, recognition (the technology needed to capture and interpret all gestures, movements and facial 
expressions); second, representation (normally made by an avatar); third, translation (from text/speech to sign 
language or from sign language to text/speech). 
In order to carry out effectively a bidirectional message transmission with digital platforms, several assistive 
technologies for gesture recognition have emerged, which once properly identified are translated into a desired 
language, either text or sound. Sensory gloves began to be the target of interest from researchers for gesture 
recognition. As advantages, these gloves offer high rates of capture that allows to identifying faster movements and 
gestures made by the user. Now add the possibility of gestures capture performed in any spatial orientation, i.e., 
without users need to hold their hand into a space reserved for a successful. Also, the absence of occlusion is another 
great advantage; there is no problem if a portion of the hand hides the other. As regards the disadvantages, the price 
is significant, it must be dressed, which can become uncomfortable, and cannot be adjusted correctly to the different 
hand sizes, which may result in erroneous data captured since the sensors are not right placed in the hand, so they 
will transmit the wrong information to be analyzed. 
Notice in the sensory gloves approach, only the hand gesture recognition is performed, ignoring other non-
manual variations that are included in sign language, thus do not allow the correct translation of sign language. In 
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fact, it would be easier if gesture recognition for sign language were only limited by the movement of the hands and 
arms, however, the facial expressions, the movements speed, the slope of the head and the various postures that 
body can take, are also part of sign language and must be identified together with the hand gesture recognition, for a 
total and effective translation. Thus, the gloves approach to be used as a unique technology for sign language 
recognition is of little interest and an ineffective technology. 
The vision approach, where the entire body can be captured by a camera, can be a solution for the correct 
translation of sign language. In this context, various devices can operate for this purpose: Kinect v1, Kinect v2 and 
Leap Motion. However, these devices despite overcome the limit barrier of capture (capturing gestures and 
expressions easily), are faced with some problems regarding gestures recognition, as: the amount of existing 
gestures is huge, in order of thousands, and some are very difficult to differentiate from others; because there are 
various sign languages, a gesture can be different in each language due to culture, the individual social life and the 
way gestures were taught (learned in school or acquired in the home/street); and, the sequence of gestures to express 
a sentence can be difficult to compute because it is difficult to detect where the gesture starts and ends, and begins 
the next. 
Facial expressions are the most direct way to recognize emotions. However, it is hard work recognizing each 
human characteristic expression, being estimated that there are close to 20,000. Several technology companies have 
developed solutions that can recognize facial expressions; these solutions use different methods and techniques, but 
have one element in common: image capture devices. Kinect is the most commonly reported in the literature, 
however, a simple camera associated with a good mathematical model is capable of producing satisfactory results, 
but sometimes the image noise is a problem. Currently, the use of scanners capable of obtaining 3D images, using 
structured lasers systems, produces better results. With this technology high-quality images are achieved for 
analysis, however the high cost and the time taken to perform a scan are negative points to consider. 
Concerning the techniques studied for the gesture recognition, we highlighted three: objects detection, motion 
detection, and gestures spatial and temporal variations. First, in objects detection, two techniques are more relevant, 
the one based on skin color and the other based on shapes of the body parts tracked; second, in motion detection, 
uses hands movements tracking or their movements appearance; and, at last, in gestures spatial and temporal 
variations, the most applied are Markov models. 
The most used techniques to interpret facial expressions are: automated learning (ANNs and SVMs), 
mathematical models (HMMs) and the DMF algorithm. The literature reports that the use of these techniques is 
satisfactory. However, SVMs stand out by the strong theoretical foundation, based on the statistical theory, which 
distinguishes it from the neural networks that have no theoretical model. Another positive feature of the SVMs are 
the ability to work with high-dimensional patterns, which is ideal when you have a large number of patterns to be 
analyzed. On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages in relation to the ANNs, such as: the classification 
speed can be lower than the neural network; it requires much computational complexity; and the acquired 
knowledge is not easily interpreted. Regarding to the mathematical models, Markov ones are the most used. 
However, current studies already reporting the use of DMF algorithm associated with the Kinect. This combination 
has had positives results. 
Aiming to overcome the presented difficulties, a technological solution is required to provide, simultaneously, 
accuracy on gesture recognition, high processing speed, support for real-time applications, and ease of scalability to 
withstand thousands of existing gestures. This will be the ultimate goal to achieve. 
The use of avatars is present in several solutions on the market. Its use is reflected in the voice or text translation 
for an animated representation of the sign language. Some gaps were detected in the animation performed by avatar 
movements. It was also noticed that facial expressions were neglected, i.e., the solutions give more emphasis to the 
hands, arms and forearms movements. When facial expressions were represented, they only translated basic 
emotions such as: sadness, happiness, irritation, neutral, etc. 
The text and voice translation to sign language of an avatar is well explored by technology companies and higher 
education institutions. The text/voice translation is basically achieved by a process in which the text/voice is 
received as input, then properly transformed by the computer system and finally translated to movements (sign 
language signals) by the avatar. During this process we can lose essential characteristics of a language such as 
syntax and semantics. This might lead to wrong avatar movements and consequently an incorrect translation. 
Another problem arises given that sign language is the first language for the deaf people and because of that they 
have difficulty understanding certain words expressed by a non-deaf person. Although this problem is more 
common in an input reading task, it can also be inherent for the output avatar task, because it will have to find a 
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solution in order to conduct a proper translation to the input received, which will involve having a large number of 
synonyms. 
It is highlighted two types of sign language translation solutions: bidirectional (between deaf and hearing) and 
unidirectional (from deaf to hearing or from hearing to deaf). A translation can be done by several ways: voice, 
avatar, just text or a combination of the previous. 
With avatars solutions it is possible to present a translation of the hands, arms and forearms movement along with 
facial and body expressions. For example, we presented Virtual Sign and MocapLab projects. Still, these projects 
have limitations: Virtual Sign only translates six facial expressions and MocapLab is expensive and the capture has 
to be performed in a controlled environment. Other solutions such as ProDeaf and Google Gesture HandTalk are 
also subject of interest because of their ease of use. However, these solutions favor the hand movements, not taking 
into account the facial expressions and other body movements. 
We conclude this analysis believing that some interesting technology solutions are under research and 
development to be available for digital platforms in general, but have yet some critical challenges to solve and an 
effective integration of these technologies in e-learning platforms in particular is still missing. Also, there is still no 
immediate solutions to solve synchronous real-time communication between deaf and not deaf.  
In relation to acquisition (gloves and image capture) and presentation (avatars) it seems that the second one may 
be rapidly developed to become feasible and can be well exploited for asynchronous communication in e-learning 
platforms. 
Although it is difficult to translate texts and sound for sign language in real time, it would make sense to create 
tools that allow content editing and synchronization in publication, making content accessible to this audience. 
Not only the content but also the interface itself should be adapted and simplified for deaf so that it is possible to 
integrate (or remove) display options for sign language translation. 
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